This paper presents a three-dimensional through-flow approach based on the cylindrical Euler equations incorporating a body force method. Blade performance is captured through a mixture of empirical correlations and a novel reverse flow treatment. The code is the first application of a physically correct Godunov solver to three-dimensional rotating stall and surge modelling. This solver ensures the accurate calculation of inter-cell fluxes unlike in typical modern CFD codes in which the non-linear convective terms are linearised. Validation consists of modelling a low speed three-stage axial compressor in all operating regions, recreating the reverse flow, rotating stall and forward flow characteristics with good agreement to experimental data. Additional comparisons are made against rotating stall cell size and speed, to which good agreement is also shown. The paper ends with some full surge cycle simulations modifying both the tank volume after the compressor and the level of inlet distortion applied. Both tank volume and level of distortion have been found to affect the type of instability developed. The development of this code is a step forward in compressor rotating stall and reverse flow modelling and allows recreation of a full compressor map at a significantly low computational cost when compared to commercially available 3D CFD codes.
Introduction
The operation of a jet engine is limited by the onset of compressor stall. Rotating stall and surge are still not fully understood, neither in the mechanism through which the instability is triggered and subsequently develops, nor the aerodynamic load that is imposed on individual turbomachinery components during the event. This generally leads to a conservative approach during the design of blades and casings, and penalises the nominal operability range of the engine. Numerous solutions have been investigated to suppress the occurrence of compressor stall and increase surge margin. Experimental tests include axisymmetric arc-shaped slots casing treatment, investigated by Pan et al. [1] , and bend skewed casing treatment tested by Alone et al. [2] Other recent methods proposed to increase the stability limit are recessed blade tips [3] , casing grooves [4] and radial injectors [5] . Mhosen et al. [6] numerically investigated the use of tandem rotor blades to improve the flow turning and diffusion and suppress passage separation. Imani and Montazeri-Gh [7] proposed an improvement on the Min-Max limit protection in the control of aero-engines to reduce the pos-* Corresponding author.
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sibility of accidental crossing of the stability limit. Aero-engines embedded in airframes are a common feature of next-generation aircrafts but the unsteady flow distortion generated by the S-ducts greatly reduce the surge margin. Gil-Prieto et al. [8] , developed a method to predict peak levels of distortions in S-ducts in order to avoid extensive experimental testing and continuous redesign of the compressor when matching inlet duct and engine. The various post-stall behaviours that a multi-stage compressor can exhibit were demonstrated by Day and Freeman [9] on a Rolls-Royce VIPER compressor. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , at high speeds the compressor is prone to surge, while at mid speed it forms a full span stall cell and at low speeds a front end stall.
Full characterisation of the post-stall behaviour of a high speed compressor experimentally is expensive. CFD modelling of axial turbomachinery in full 3D has been successfully achieved in the past, however the computational cost required is significant. In 1999 in a joint effort NASA and GE simulated the GE90 turbine system (18 blade rows) using 3D CFD [10] . The 9 million elements model was run on 121 processors in parallel and it took 15 hours to converge to a single operating point, in 10000 iterations. Gourdain et al. [11] simulated rotating stall using a quasi-3D code and modelling a stream surface; yet still a single stage of compression required 8 hours per revolution on a 32 core system. This reducedorder CFD was able to simulate a stable stall but the predicted number and speed of the cells was wrong. Khaleghi modelled rotating stall inception on a half annulus [12, 13] . While the model had a span resolution at a low computational cost, this technique was able to simulate only modes multiple of two. More recently a URANS-based CFD method has been used to model stall in a modern high speed compressor by Dodds [14] . Modelling only the first three stages of the original eight, using the full annulus, one shaft revolution took 48 hours of computational time on 64 CPUs. An alternative to such an approach is the use of a through-flow code, which involves simplifying the problem using coarse grids and flow modelling based on the Euler equations with blade performance taken into account by empirical correlations. Such codes are extensively used in industry, with 2D codes looking only at the meridional plane and 3D codes modelling the full annulus, available for studying conventional pre-stall compressor performance.
Some codes have been extended and adapted to simulate reverse flow and stalled flow, an example of which is Wilson [15] using a series of 1D through-flow codes in parallel to model the various stalling behaviours of the VIPER engine (as shown in Fig. 1 ). Gong [16] used a body force method, based on a database of correlations from conventional CFD, to model rotating stall. The tool was developed by a number of other researchers within MIT which improved the method, allowing it to be applied to a multi-stage axial compressor, as reported by Brand [17] . Longley [18] proposed a novel method to predict the region of highly separated flow which occurs during compressor stall. Since the circumferential element density is not enough to capture the separated flow between blade rows, Longley introduced a variable b that captures the flow nonuniformity. An equation is added that permits the creation, transport and mixing of the non-uniformity that represents the physics of the flow, allowing the pressure loss and deviation during reverse flow to be sufficiently captured.
In almost all modern CFD codes the non-linear convective terms are linearised during the solution process, losing some physical features of the flow physics. The present paper proposes the application of a physically true solver to the already established methods of using body forces coupled with empirical correlations to model the post-stall behaviour of an axial compressor. The flow is modelled using the 3D cylindrical Euler equations and solved using a Godunov type solver. The scheme used is first order in time and space. Although it introduces substantial numerical diffusion this is necessary to maintain the solution stable as there is no other source of viscosity, either modelled or artificial. As described by Ekaterinaris [19] higher order schemes offer higher accuracy and lower numerical diffusion while still remaining computational efficient. The present code can be upgraded in the future to a higher order accurate scheme by increasing the order of the interpolation; however because of the lower numerical diffusion it will be necessary to model the viscosity in the equations. The theory and subsequent application and validation against low speed experimental results are presented in this paper.
Methodology
The tool developed is a through-flow code which solves the Euler equations in the empty annulus, using the body force method to simulate the presence of the compressor blading based on empirical correlations.
Governing equations and solver. The governing equations are written in a cylindrical coordinate system for an unsteady, inviscid compressible flow, and the continuity, momentum (Euler equation) and energy equations can be described in a compact form as
where the scalar governing equations can be written in a matrix form as
These model equations are solved transiently in the full annulus on a relatively coarse grid required to maintain acceptable computational requirements. The results are obtained by using 2 ∼ 5 × 10 5 elements for a four-stage compressor. A structured mesh is generated, based only on the annulus geometry, requiring the number of elements in each geometric direction as an input. An example mesh is shown in Fig. 2 .
During a compressor stall it is expected that the pressure and flow field discontinuities play an important role in the dynamics of the stall. It is therefore necessary that any solver used is able to robustly and accurately model discontinuities and high gradients in flow properties (ρ, u, T ) typical of reverse flow while using a coarse mesh. Finite volume methods using classic fluxes would not be optimal as they are known to introduce diffusivity and numerical oscillations in such conditions [20] . The MacCormack scheme (a shock capturing method [21] ) was previously used within Cranfield in this same application to avoid diffusive errors but as a finite-difference method was prone to instability when high gradients occurred. In addition to this, artificial viscosity had to be introduced in order to stabilise the flow, which in turn was in conflict with the high gradients of the body force method and introduced significant numerical errors. To properly predict shocks on coarse grids monotonicity preserving (monotone or TVD, Total Variation Diminishing) schemes are considered appropriate as they do not introduce any spurious oscillations, with typical behaviour depicted in Fig. 3 .
The Godunov scheme is a first-order, monotone, finite volume method which calculates the inter-volume fluxes based on states at the volume boundaries, obtained by solving the local Riemann problem [22] .
The Riemann problem, shown in Fig. 4 , is solved by modelling the wave amplitudes and the state between them, allowing the physically correct upwinded fluxes to be calculated. As a monotone scheme the Godunov method guarantees to model accurately discontinuities and to avoid any unphysical behaviour (such as rarefaction shocks). As a first-order method the Godunov scheme introduces substantial diffusivity. However, it is suggested that it could be advantageous when simulating a compressor with the Euler equations to introduce some artificial diffusivity. Since shear stress is absent, the presence of some numerical viscosity would prevent unphysical solutions with extreme recirculation from arising. The scheme is applied in 3D as an unsplit finite volume method, which means that no dimensional splitting is used and the solution is advanced in time using all fluxes in a single step. The HLLC (Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact) Riemann solver is used to model the waves at the boundaries [22] . Time stepping is performed by employing an explicit Forward Euler scheme, where the CFL condition can be expressed as
The Euler equations are modified inside of the blade rows by the following steps:
1. Adding a vector f containing the forces' source term. 2. Removing the fluxes in the tangential direction as these are not allowed in the presence of blades. 3. Introduce a term, as suggested by Gong [16] , which translates the flow inside of the rotors with movement of the blades.
The equations inside the passage then become those shown in Equations (4)- (5), where is zero for stator blades. The translational term is solved using a 3 RD order upwind scheme. Using this formulation allows to solve the whole domain, both static and rotating parts, in the absolute frame of reference.
Body force method. To simulate the presence of the blades the body force method is used. As suggested by Longley [18] the lengthscale of a rotating stall cell is greater than a few blade pitches, and it is then sufficient to model only a reduced number of virtual passages in place of the physical ones. The virtual passages are the tangential elements of the grid, with the number of elements in the order of the number of real blades. There is then no resolution of the flow profile inside the channels, instead the flow inside each grid element is a pitchwise average of the flow inside one channel or more. Since the number of virtual passages is constant along the compressor, the ratio of real/virtual passages varies between compressor stages and can be greater or less than unity. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The passages are two-dimensional as they have axial and radial resolution; even though the flow can be instantaneously misaligned with the passage direction, the tangential flux is set to zero. The body forces consist of two terms:
• A turning force f N turns the flow in the direction imposed by the blade without changing the total pressure in the relative frame of reference.
• A pressure loss force f P L imposes locally the total pressure loss estimated by the empirical correlation, P 0 . The body forces are calculated only along the planes formed by the grid; they are based on the velocity projection on the grid and applied back in the direction of the grid. Every component of velocity normal to them is not considered and is a source of error. The velocity along the plane is decomposed into a velocity parallel and normal to the camberline, u η and u ξ respectively. The projection of f P L and f N forms the three f forces in Equation (4). The work exchange term W E X is calculated multiplying the force in the circumferential direction and the blade velocity (Fig. 6) .
The direction which the body force imposes is based on the local camberline modified to match the inlet flow angle and the estimated deviation at the outlet, thus the virtual passage is always tangent to the incoming flow and the predicted outlet flow. The forces f P L and f N are projected in the instantaneous direction of the flow to avoid any interference of the turning and pressure loss effects. The forces are calculated based on the velocities in the relative frame of reference and then applied in the absolute frame. The body force formulations used, Equations (6)- (8), were derived from what was proposed by Longley [18] and Brand [17] as
The turning force consists of a main component, which takes into account the change in momentum along the local radius of curvature of the blade passage. This also includes the pressure gradient generated by the turning force itself and by the pressure loss force f P L . The formulation is modified when M is near unity to avoid singularities.
The component f C O R is a corrective force which reacts to the misalignment between the direction imposed, β, and the actual flow direction; it is therefore proportional to the velocity component normal to the local imposed direction. This force is a function of the blade pitch, however a constant k is necessary. The value of k is set large enough to ensure u ξ is zero at the passage outflow in every regime; in the current case a value of 10 was found to be sufficient. The total pressure loss across the blade row is calculated multiplying a pressure loss coefficient ω with the dynamic head at the inlet. The pressure loss is then distributed along the chord to obtain the pressure loss in every element P 0 ; a sinusoidal distribution similar to that proposed by Gong [16] is used. The pressure loss coefficient ω and deviation δ are calculated using empirical correlations for every virtual blade passage at every grid plane. If the passage is unstalled then ω and δ are estimated using a set of correlations for forward flow reported by Aungier [23] . If it is stalled, then the correlation for separated passage flow, proposed by Thomason and Moses [24] , is used. To identify whether the blade passage is stalled, a criterion is used, proposed by Aungier [23] and based on the aerodynamic velocity ratio W R E . The passage is stalled if
where W M I N is the minimum velocity ratio before stall and is a function of the compressor geometry. The empirical correlations used are valid only for steady flow. To account for the lag which occurs when the flow stalls or recovers the empirical coefficients are updated using a first-order time lag law, described in Eq. (10). The time constant τ is the time that the flow takes to cross the passage.
∂δ/∂t = (δ S S − δ)/τ . (10)
Reverse flow modelling. Flow modelling during stall requires the capability to deal with different regimes which appear as the flow reverses direction. These are identified at every time step, blade row, circumferential position and grid plane. They are grouped into three flow regimes: forward flow, fully reversed flow and mixed flow, Fig. 7 .
The mixed flow regime is the most difficult to model as it requires more assumptions and uncertainty. Gamache [25] observed that inside a stall cell the flow is fully reversed whilst the mixed/inverting flow is present only in the thin boundary of the cell. It is then more important to accurately model the separated fully reversed flow as this has the greatest influence on the stalled performance.
The reversed regime is characterized by the separation of the flow inside and downstream of the blade. Models of separated flow Fig. 8 . Flow structure in a separated channel in reverse flow, based on the models by Longley [18] and Thomason and Moses [24] .
have been developed by Thomason and Moses [24] and more recently by Longley [18] , both based on similar assumptions:
• Flow separates on the suction surface and the mixing can continue after the trailing edge.
• The separated jet exits at the trailing edge with the direction of the stagger angle.
• Friction is negligible and the flow which forms the jet is isentropic, pressure loss derives from the separation.
• Deviation is due to the wake mixing.
In the model proposed by Longley the separation is produced by the force which abruptly turns the flow when it enters the blade at a high angle. This force is the integral of the pressure on the blade surface, and therefore it is always normal to the blade. As the force is directed against the incoming flow it introduces a pressure loss. The flow does not lose total pressure immediately but separates isentropically and the loss is not detectable until mixing occurs.
A similar approach is used in the current code. When mixed or reversed flow is present the imposed direction stops adapting to the incoming flow. The normal and parallel forces are replaced by only a turning force which is normal to the blade, and not aligned to the flow angle. The change in direction is provided by the correction force F C O R and ω is not calculated, the pressure loss is introduced naturally by the turning force directed against the flow. The deviation is imposed at the flow outlet (i.e. the leading edge) with the same method used for unstalled flow.
This system is preferred to the use of empirical correlations as it can be applied during mixed flow, when a clearly defined inlet or outlet does not exist and strong radial flow is present. The calculation of deviation has been developed starting from the model of Longley. The parameter b is defined in his model as the ratio between the real axial momentum of the separated flow and the axial momentum of the pitchwise averaged flow. It can be calculated from the inlet attack angle by using Eq. (11)
By applying a control volume to the flow between states j and 1, as shown in Fig. 8 , and by solving the momentum in the axial and tangential directions, the flow angle α 1 can be computed by Eq. (12), thus
However, whilst the model considers the flow in the passage to be fully isentropic, in reality the mixing occurs partly inside of the blade at the interface between the bubble and the jet. This is considered in the method of Longley through an entropy-generation term, which in every element where separation is present, mixes out the flow at a prescribed ratio. The prescribed ratio is such as the excess energy, which is the energy contained in the nonuniformity of the flow, is mixed in the time taken for the jet to travel the distance of half a pitch.
In the formulation proposed by this author the equation modelling the b parameter is not used, therefore it is necessary to introduce the mixing directly in the deviation correlation. The point at which the full separation is reached is set at a quarter of the chord and from this point the profile of b in the passage is modelled based on a mixing ratio similar to that which was proposed by Longley. In the current case the distance used to set the mixing is not half the pitch, but twice the pitch; this was found to give appropriate results on a range of speeds on two different low-speed test cases. We can then estimate the value of b at the trailing edge, from which the angle post-mixing can be calculated. The deviation angle is then a function also of the blade solidity as δ = f (α I N , γ , σ ). (13) As the deviation is calculated based on the inlet angle it cannot be estimated if the flow is exiting from both blade edges, in this case the flow exit angle is set as the metal outlet angle (δ = 0).
Simulation method. The geometry input to the code consists of the annulus shape, the meridional position and shape of the blades, and the profiles along the span of inlet and outlet metal angles and stagger angle of each blade row. Additional details of the blade profiles are necessary depending on the forward flow correlation used.
Non-reflecting boundary conditions [26] are applied at inlet and outlet, applying total pressure and temperature where flow enters the domain and static pressure where flow exits the domain. With the current boundary conditions formulation, the flow entering the domain is assumed to be axial to the compressor. The presence of a combustor and turbine following the compressor is reproduced using a tank which discharges to the atmosphere through a nozzle, as is normal practice on an experimental compressor rig. This is simulated using a zero-dimensional model which models pressure and density based on the flux between the tank, the compressor outlet and the atmosphere. The volume of the tank is user-defined and influences the stall dynamics. The throttle can be changed dynamically as required during the simulation.
The simulation can be run with only a single tangential element, thus being axisymmetric; which is useful to quickly obtain a starting point for stall simulations, close to the surge margin. The simulation can then be loaded and restarted with a number of circumferential elements and the tank throttle model behind the compressor. The compressor is throttled to move the operating point beyond the stability line and the stall is allowed to develop. For the compressor to develop a physically correct rotating stall cell, some asymmetry must be introduced artificially. In this code asymmetric variations of pressure were introduced in the inlet flow field, which was found to be sufficient to produce (in the correct conditions) a rotating stall. Other methods to introduce asymmetry include introducing random disturbances into the flow field, as done by Longley [18] , or changing slightly the geometry of the compressor to replicate manufacturing tolerances.
Results and discussion
Experimental results from a low speed 3-stage compressor, as reported by Gamache [25] and Eastland [27] , were selected as a validation case. Two builds were tested by Gamache, all results presented here are for the moderate reaction build. Steady characteristics for reverse flow and rotating stall were obtained, as well as flow profiles and stall cell information. Maps were reported in the form of static-to-static, total-to-static and total-to-total pressure rise characteristics. In the following results the total-to-total ratio is used, ψ T T .
Full map creation. The full map consists of the forward and reverse flow characteristics, with the forward flow characteristics formed of a rotating stall and pre-stall characteristic. To obtain the reverse flow characteristic the code is run with a single element in the circumferential direction, thus modelling the flow as axisymmetric. Boundary conditions are fixed and the simulation is run to a converged state. To check for numerical or physical hysteresis, simulations were started with initial conditions of both reverse and forward unstalled flow, with identical results in each case. Experimental data is reported for three compressor speeds, 1170, 1800 and 2400 RPM, however on a map of flow coefficient φ against pressure rise coefficient ψ the characteristics collapse onto the same line. These are defined as φ = u x /U , (14) 
These definitions are based on velocity and density upstream of the IGV. The full reverse characteristic is obtained by changing the boundary conditions in steps and allowing a settling time. The time required for each simulation is in the region of thirty minutes. A comparison is made against the experimental results in Fig. 10 , with the simulation matching the trend of the experimental rig, suggesting the formulation proposed for reverse flow is appropriate.
For rotating stall only the highest speed of 2400 RPM was modelled, with the grid containing 64 elements in the circumferential direction. Stall was obtained using the same methodology as previously described, starting from a simulation close to the stall line and reducing the throttle further whilst simultaneously introducing a distortion at the inlet. Again, two levels of distortion and throttle closure are carried out for the first point to ensure repeatability of results that are independent of the triggering mechanism. Subsequent points are obtained by incremental throttle changes. The simulation shown in Fig. 9 has a physical time of 500 ms (20 revolutions) and was obtained in approximately ten hours.
Successive movements on the map are obtained in physical times of up to 350 ms, depending on the flow coefficient. High flow coefficient points reach stability in longer times, suggesting that in this part of the map the characteristic is almost overlapping with the throttle characteristic and the stability is weak. The full map comparing all three regions to the experimental results is shown in Fig. 10 . The forward flow region of the map is not reproduced with significant accuracy, however this characteristic depends heavily on the correlations used, which in this case are taken from open literature and clearly do not represent accurately this compressor. The matching of the forward flow characteristic was not pursued further, as it was outside of the research scope. In the operating conditions reported by Eastland choking never occurs, and therefore the code capability of capturing the correct choking massflow was not addressed. Overall the map has been recreated with a good matching.
There is no data on the compressor efficiency, but the measured torque coefficients are available for all the regimes [27, 25] . In steady state conditions the matching of the torque signifies the correct modelling of the total temperature rise, and thus of the efficiency. The results of the modelled and measured torque are compared in Fig. 11 . The results from the simulations have a similar trend to the experimental characteristic but with a constant offset. Only at very low positive φ the trend of the results from the code diverges from the experimental ones.
Rotating stall cell properties. The model simulated a single rotating stall cell for all flow coefficients, in line with the experimental findings. The compressor rig was probed using a traverse hotwire in front of the IGV. During rotating stall the passage of the cell leaves a trace in the hotwire voltage, which can be used to determine the speed of the stall cell based on the period of the trace. The size can be inferred from the ratio of the distorted region of the trace on the overall period. Mimicking the post-processing technique described by Gamache on the simulation results, the rotating stall cell speed and size are compared against the experimental results in Figs. 12 and 13 .
The simulated stall cell speed is lower than the measured speed but it captures correctly the range and trend, although the minimum was located at a higher flow coefficient. The trend also agrees with the experimental rule that part span stalls rotate faster than full span [28] . The size of the cell is more difficult to compare against due to the ambiguity of the experimental measurement, with data from the two sources, Gamache and Eastland, proving to be discontinuous as shown in Fig. 13 . Despite this, the overall trend is correctly captured. An example of the cell shape across the compressor stages is shown in Fig. 14 . Surge simulation. Following the creation of a steady characteristic map, the model was used to simulate different types of surge cycle. The model, similar to that described previously to simulate rotating stall, has the inlet disturbance reduced with two 90 • sectors of −4 kPa and +4 kPa, relatively, lasting for 10 ms at the start of the simulation alongside each other. In this way, the asymmetry is not driving the event and it is only present in the background. Many simulations are run with differing volume sizes, using the same constant throttle setting and the same rotational speed of 2400 RPM. As seen in Fig. 15 , the largest volume produces a deep surge cycle with little overshoot that follows closely the steady characteristic with an almost constant pressure ratio during the reversal and recovery phases of the cycle.
As the volume reduces the behaviour becomes more dynamic, including larger overshoots on the blowdown phase and a cycle that is more oblique in shape, reflecting what Day found experimentally [29] . Once the volume is small enough, in this case 1 m 3 , the flow does not fully reverse and during the recovery phase it develops a mature locked-in rotating stall, finding equilibrium on the rotating stall characteristic. The cases which surged never developed a strong asymmetric flow pattern. This pattern grows during the blowdown and re-pressurisation phase of the cycle; while the compressor is operating in fully reverse flow instead it reduces, and when following the unstalled forward flow characteristic it is removed completely. As the case with 1 m 3 volume never reaches the reverse flow characteristic the asymmetry continues to grow and in this particular scenario the compressor is not able to recover. To further verify the capability of the code to predict the correct outcome of a stall event a further simulation is carried out using the same conditions as in the 3 m 3 volume case. As described in literature [28] with the same RPM, throttle, tank volume, the system has the same Greitzer parameter, B. The same initial conditions are exposed to a more aggressive pressure distortion at the inlet, −10 kPa on a 90 • sector for 10 ms, this distortion is shown in Fig. 16 as Pattern B and compared to the distortion used previously for surge (pattern A). Pattern B distortion guarantees that a rotating stall cell is formed immediately and as a result the operating point spirals down onto the characteristic line, as shown in Fig. 17 . According to literature there should exist a value of the B parameter that characterises when the compressor transitions from a surge cycle to locked-in rotating stall, which was shown with the previous simulations to occur between a volume of 1 and 1.5 m 3 . This current simulation lies far outside this boundary yet still manages to lock-in stall, demonstrating the dependence on the triggering mechanism of the stall and not just global performance parameters. In this regard, the developed code proves useful as it is able to predict the outcome of two different stall triggering mechanisms. Validation of the surge cycle was not possible since the compressor was not tested under these conditions. Surge cycles at different B parameters were modelled and reported by Gamache, however these are also a function of the throttle capacity which is not reported, hence a comparison is not possible.
Conclusions
A 3D tool capable of simulating rotating stall and surge was developed based on the Godunov finite volume solver, the body force method and empirical correlations. This work is the first application of a Godunov type solver to rotating stall and surge modelling, the features of this scheme are deemed particularly beneficial for this application. A new formulation for treating reverse flow has been proposed, a simplified method based on the blockage/nonuniformity model. The new tool was tested on a low-speed three stage compressor with the following outcome:
1. The steady reverse characteristic has been reproduced for different rotational speeds, exhibiting good agreement with the experiment data and enforcing the applicability of the developed simplified reverse flow model. 2. Rotating stall was simulated obtaining a very good agreement with the entire measured characteristic. The accuracy of the simulated performance is enhanced through comparisons of the stall cell speed and size with experimental values. 3. Deep surge was simulated for different system volumes in agreement with the expected behaviour, with validation not possible due to lack of experimental data. Through changing the distortion level the dependence of the stall outcome was demonstrated, allowing different behaviours for the same Greitzer parameter.
The validation carried out demonstrates the applicability of the proposed formulation to low-speed compressors, with successful simulation of all three operating regimes of the compressor. The developed tool is capable of reproducing the full compressor map of a low-speed compressor in less than 72 hours, a computational cost unrivalled by modern 3D classical CFD codes.
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